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Using Cheap Talk to Polarize or Unify a 
Group of Decision Makers

We develop a model of strategic information transmission from an outside 

expert with informational superiority to a group of people who make a decision 

by voting on a proposal. An outside expert who observes the qualities of a 

proposal sends a cheap talk message to decision makers with limited 

information. A simple cheap talk strategy of the expert can be surprisingly 

effective in persuading decision makers by polarizing or unifying their opinions. 

When there is a significant informational gap, decision makers vote in the 

expert’s interest by focusing only on the expert’s message, even though they 

know she has her own bias. 

Keywords: Cheap Talk, Voting, Polarization 
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Ⅰ. Introduction

In many economic situations, a group makes a collective decision, which 

determines the payoffs for all members. Moreover, decision makers may have 

some, but not all, of the necessary information regarding the proposal at hand. 

The unavailability of complete information may complicate reasonable decision 

making. It is common for a collective decision making body to hear advice from 

an outside expert who is potentially better informed about the proposal. For 

example, a policy-lobbying group, which has more precise information on the 

proposal, may give advice to a group of legislators. This well-informed agent, 

the expert, does not necessarily have the same preferences or incentives for 

specific outcomes as the deciding body. Hence the advice given must be 

interpreted strategically.

In this paper, we explore the information transmission from an outside 

expert (female) with informational superiority to a group of decision makers 

(male) with heterogeneous interests and private information. As far as we 

know, this paper is the first to examine a cheap talk model with collective 

decision makers who have heterogeneous preferences and private 

information. Cheap talk is communication between agents which does not 

have any direct payoff implication (Crawford and Sobel, 1982; Crawford, 

1998). So, the communication is costless and non-binding for any agent, 

and unverifiable by a third party (Farrell, 1987). We show that a simple 

cheap talk strategy of an expert with informational superiority can be 

surprisingly effective in persuading the collective decision makers by 

polarizing (or unifying) their opinions and voting decisions.

More specifically, an outside expert who observes the qualities of a 

proposal in a two dimensional state space sends a public cheap talk message 

to a group of decision makers with limited information. This model is 

inspired by the voting example from Chakraborty and Harbaugh (2010). 

While their example divides uninformed voters into two groups, within 

which the voters have identical preferences, we introduce a group of 

heterogeneous decision makers with private information. Consider the 
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following example. There are legislators who vote on a pipeline bill. They 

may ask two questions: how is the project good for the environment, and 

how many jobs will it create? Each legislator may put different weights on 

these two aspects; one may only care about either the environment or the 

creation of jobs, and another may care about both aspects equally. On the 

other side, there is an outside lobbying firm which give advice to the 

legislators by sending a public message. The firm knows exactly how the 

project will turn out, but each legislator only has partial information on it, 

which implies if the project is good for himself. Since the information of an 

individual legislator is not perfectly accurate, his voting decision may 

depend not only on the private information but also on the information 

transmitted from the lobbying firm’s public message. We consider two 

different models based on the type of the expert; one with a highly biased 

expert who always wants a proposal to be defeated (e.g. a radical interest 

group), the other with a surplus maximizing expert who tries to maximize 

the total surplus of the group of decision makers (e.g. a bipartisan policy 

group). In each model, we demonstrate "how the expert polarizes or unifies 

the decision makers," in two respects. We first show that an outside 

expert’s cheap talk message polarizes or unifies the "opinions" of the 

decision makers. Then, we move on to the "voting decisions" and explain 

how the decision makers cast votes collectively in the expert’s interest 

without considering their private information.1)

In a cheap talk equilibrium, the highly biased expert polarizes decision 

makers’ opinions by sending a message which asserts that the proposal is 

stronger in one dimension than in the other. Given the expert’s message, 

called the "comparative cheap talk," a decision maker who cares more about 

the former dimension may be more favorable to the proposal, but a decision 

maker who cares more about the latter dimension may be less favorable.2) In 

1) Since we assume a collective decision making procedure, so the sincere voting based on a voter’s belief 
may not be an equilibrium strategy, the polarized or unified opinions may not necessarily result in the 
polarized or unified voting decisions. We demonstrate when and how the polarized and unified opinions 
lead such voting decisions.

2) Chakraborty and Harbaugh (2010) show that, mainly in a model with a single decision maker, a comparative 
message could be credible even when an expert is highly biased with state-independent preferences.
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other words, among the heterogeneous voting bodies, the highly biased expert 

strategically brings one group of decision makers over to her side, while giving 

up the support of the other group. In the pipeline example, the lobbying firm 

which always wants a bill to be defeated reveals a simple truth about the quality 

of the pipeline project by saying, "the project is better for jobs than it is for the 

environment" (or vice versa). This message polarizes the legislators into groups 

with opposing opinions; a group of legislators who care more about jobs believe 

the bill is good enough for them, and the other group who care more about 

environments would believe it is not.

These polarized opinions of the decision makers help the expert to achieve 

her goal by resulting in polarized voting behavior. We show that, under any 

super majority rule, the expert’s manipulative cheap talk leads the decision 

makers to focus only on the expert’s message and vote in her interest, even 

though they know the expert has her own bias. When there is a significant 

informational gap between the expert and decision makers, the decision 

makers’ polarized perspectives cannot be significantly changed by their 

private information. As a result, the expert’s manipulative cheap talk 

hinders decision makers from being responsive to their private information 

in the process of voting. This implies that the equilibrium voting outcome 

would be irrelevant to the decision makers’ private information, so the 

voting procedure would fail in aggregating their private information. We 

further show that, even when the decision makers’ private information is 

arbitrarily accurate, the expert’s cheap talk strategy specified above is still 

better than any other strategies that transmit more or less information in 

equilibrium. The surplus maximizing expert, on the other hand, unifies 

decision makers’ opinions by sending a message that reveals the overall (or 

average) quality of the proposal in a cheap talk equilibrium. For instance, a 

benevolent lobbying firm (or a bipartisan policy group) in the pipeline 

example may say "the overall benefit of the project along the two aspects, 

the number of jobs and the environment, would be sufficiently high." Given 

the message, all voters may believe that the proposal is good enough for 

them to support. So, the expert is capable of unifying the decision makers’ 
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opinions on the proposal. Similar to the previous case with the highly biased 

expert, the cheap talk message may also restrict the information 

aggregation among the decision makers and help the expert to achieve her 

goal.

Our main result is related to previous studies on the polarization of 

agents’ beliefs. However, unlike the existing literature, which studies the 

effect of an exogenous public message on forming agents’ beliefs, in our 

model, a public message is strategically transmitted from an outside expert. 

We show that the formation of decision makers’ opinions in an equilibrium 

depends highly on the identity of the agent who sends a public message: in 

a cheap talk equilibrium, different types of experts induce different 

formations of the decision makers’ opinions.

1.  Related Literature

Even though most of the existing cheap talk literature after Crawford and 

Sobel (1982) considers a one-dimensional state variable, some studies 

examine multiple dimensions. Battaglini (2002) studies multidimensional 

cheap talk with multiple senders and a single decision maker and shows that 

there exists a full revelation equilibrium. Chakraborty and Harbaugh (2010) 

examine the credibility of a cheap talk from a "very biased expert" with 

state-independent preference. Their main result suggests that a 

multidimensional space of the state of nature guarantees the existence of an 

influential cheap talk equilibrium. Though they mainly focus on cheap talk 

models with a single decision maker, they also discuss, using a simple 

example, the possibility of the welfare loss of collective decision makers in 

a cheap talk equilibrium with a highly biased expert. We inspired by their 

basic setting, and generalize it with various types of voters and experts. 

While they only consider two groups of voters who have identical 

preference within groups along with a highly biased expert, we consider a 

voting body of which each individual has a unique preference as well as two 

different types of experts. Moreover, we allow voters to possess not all but 
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some private information about the state of the world. With these features, 

we can explore how the optimal information transmission strategies vary 

with different types of experts and with information gaps of varying extent 

between a sender and a group of receivers. We can also investigate the 

effect of cheap talk on information aggregation among voters.

Our results are related to the literature on the polarization of opinion. The 

literature examines the polarized beliefs of people who observe the same 

public information, but have heterogeneous priors (Dixit and Weibull, 2007; 

Acemoglu et al., 2016) or different private information (Kondor, 2012; 

Andreoni and Mylovanov, 2012). While the literature studies the 

polarization of opinion among individuals who have private interests, we 

explore the polarization on voting decisions of collective decision makers 

who have heterogeneous interests and private information. In addition, 

unlike the exogenously given public signal in the polarization literature, we 

assume in our model that the public message is strategically transmitted 

from the expert who does not necessarily have the same preferences or 

incentives for outcomes as the deciding body. Our paper is also related to 

the literature on information aggregation. The primary question of 

information aggregation in voting literature is whether the private 

information of individual voters could be aggregated through strategic voting 

behavior of a voting body. (Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1997) We show 

that, on the other hand, information aggregation among voters would be 

disturbed by manipulative information transmission of an outside expert, 

even though it allows each individual to make a more informed decision.

Several papers explore the possibility of the persuasion of a biased 

informed agent on a voting body. Caillaud and Tirole (2007) and 

Schnakenberg (2017) explore an expert’s effort to persuade a voting body 

in the context of a mechanism design and a cheap talk, respectively. Both 

studies show that the outside expert could get her way by transmitting 

information to existing allies among a voting body, and leading persuasion 

cascades, through which the allies convince the other members. They paid 

more attention to the existence of equilibrium when there already exist the 
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expert’s allies among voters; relatively little is described regarding the 

expert’s strategy to make allies among voters with various interests or 

preferences to get her own way in a voting outcome. On the other hand, our 

model with strategic information transmission illustrates the process of 

making allies among the heterogeneous voters, with two different types of 

experts.

Previous studies have also examined a cheap talk model in the context of 

voting. Austen-Smith and Feddersen (2002) and Rivas and 

Rodríguez-Álvarez (2013) focus on deliberation among voters in the form 

of a cheap talk. The main difference between these previous papers and our 

study is that a sender in those papers is one of the voters, while a sender in 

our study is an outside expert who does not have a vote but has complete 

information about the true state. Schnakenberg (2015) considers a cheap 

talk from an outside expert to uninformed voters where different voters 

care different aspects of a proposal. He relates expert’s manipulation 

opportunity to voting rules, showing that there is a voter whose vote is 

always required to pass the proposal if and only if there is a cheap talk 

equilibrium in which all voters are worse off than in a babbling equilibrium. 

So, in his setting, the manipulative cheap talk does not work under the 

unanimity rule. On the contrary, in our setting, we show the existence of a 

manipulative cheap talk equilibrium in which all voters would be worse off 

than in a babbling equilibrium.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section 

illustrates the basic model. In Section 3, we examine a model with the highly 

biased expert. We show the existence of equilibrium and compare the 

equilibrium behaviors under general super majority voting rules, and different 

degrees of the information gap. In Section 4, we introduce another type of the 

expert, the surplus maximizing expert, and conduct the equilibrium analysis. 

Section 5 concludes the paper. The Appendices present proofs and some more 

technical materials not presented in the main body of the paper.
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Ⅱ. Model

 There are an outside expert (female) and an odd number of decision 

makers (male) ∈       where ≥  .3) Decision makers (DMs) 

vote on a given proposal under a certain voting rule. -Majority Rule 

requires at least  votes to approve a proposal. The state variable   is 

uniformly distributed in the two dimensional state space  ≡ ×  , 

i.e.     ∼ . Each dimension represents a different aspect of the 

state of nature.

We denote by 
   the utility function of a DM  . A DM  ’s utility 

conditional on approval is characterized by the weighted average of the state of 

nature. Conditional on rejection, on the other hand, a DM  ’s utility is 

normalized to zero. 

                       








     



  

The parameter  which is assumed to be commonly known, captures the 

intensity of DM  ’s personal interest (or concern) on the aspect 1. That is, 

   means DM   only cares about the aspect 1 (the first dimension), and 

   means DM   only cares about the aspect 2 (the second dimension). We 

order the DMs, so if    , then   . In the analysis, we denote by  the 

DM  ’s gross utility when the proposal has been approved given  , 

 ≡      
 .

An expert privately observes the state of nature,  ∈  . Decision makers do 

not directly observe  , but receive private signals, ∈     which contain 

partial information about  . To economize on notation, we define the region 

that DM   gets positive payoff with approval 


≡ ∈       


  and 

≡╲
 . For any ∈ ,

     and        ,

3)  We use the pronoun "she" for the expert and "he" for the decision makers. To economize the notion, unless 
otherwise stated, the term "expert" in our analysis stands for "outside expert."

if approved,

if rejected.
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where ∈  . Similarly, for any ∈,        and 

       . The value , which is commonly known, represents the 

accuracy of DM’s private information. By Bayes’ rule, for a given private signal 

, we get  ∈       and  ∈       . Similarly, 

 ∈       and  ∈        . A strategy for the expert is 

a function from the state space   to the message space  ,    → .4) A 

strategy for DM   is a function    × →   that associates the expert’s 

message and his private signal to a voting decision. For given ∈  and 

∈  , DM   votes for the proposal     or votes against the proposal 

   .

The game proceeds as follows:  

1.  Nature draws the sate ∼ .

2.  The expert privately observes  . 

3. The expert sends a message ∈  to the group of decision makers. 

4.  A decision maker receives a private signal ∈    .
5.  Each decision maker votes on the proposal,    × → . 

6.  Under -majority rule, the proposal is approved only when at least  

decision makers vote for the proposal. Agents receive payoffs. 

The solution concept employed in this paper is the perfect Bayesian 

equilibrium. In a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, DMs interpret any message 

from the expert in the same way that the expert intends them to interpret the 

message. So, any perfect Bayesian equilibrium can be represented by a perfect 

Bayesian equilibrium where the expert partitions the state space and tells DMs 

only which partition element the state   belongs to.5) In the equilibrium 

analysis, therefore, we can simply focus on a partition type message. From now 

on, we write  ≡  and let   denote the set of partition cheap talk 

strategies. To economize the notion, we denote  
   

 
  

4) In a cheap talk model, the message space   can be any (Borel) set of which the cardinality exceeds that of 
the state space.

5) See Crawford and Sobel (1982).
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and   
   
 . We consider two different models based on the expert’s 

interest. In the first model, the expert always prefers a rejection. We call her a 

"highly biased expert." 

Definition 1 (Highly biased expert) 

A highly biased expert is an expert whose objective is to get rejection 

regardless of the state of nature. The utility function of the highly biased 

expert is       




 ≥ ≡  .
 

As in the pure persuasion game, the highly biased expert’s preference is 

state independent (Chakraborty and Harbaugh, 2010).

In the second model, the "surplus maximizing expert" tries to maximize 

the total surplus of the decision makers. 

Definition 2 (Surplus maximizing expert) 

A surplus maximizing expert is an expert whose objective is to maximize the 

sum of all decision makers’ utility. The utility function of the surplus 

maximizing expert is 

       
 

















 



  
 



   




2.  Example

We illustrate the basic ideas of this paper with the following pipeline 

example. There are three legislators who vote collectively on a pipeline 

construction bill. The voting rule is assumed to be a unanimity rule.

Figure 1 depicts the preferences of legislators. The vertical axis represents 

how good the project would be for the environment, and the horizontal axis 

represents how many jobs the project would create. The first figure from the left 

is for Legislator 1 with    who only cares about the number of jobs, the 

middle one is for Legislator 3 with    who only cares about the 

if approved,

if rejected.
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environment, and the one on the right is for Legislator 2 with   
  who 

cares about both aspects equally. The dot-dashed lines on the figures represent 

the cutoffs of legislators’ preferences over the state of nature: if the project lies 

on the right hand side of the line (or over the line), then it is favorable to the 

legislator, and vice versa. Legislator   observes a private signal , which implies 

if the bill is good enough for himself or not. The accuracy of the private signals 

are simply assumed to be   
  in this example.

On the other side, there is an outside lobbying firm, which directly observes 

the quality of the project ∈ . The firm gives advice to the legislators by 

sending a public message . Let’s first consider a highly biased lobbying 

firm which always wants the bill to be defeated. We argue that the firm’s optimal 

strategy is the comparative cheap talk strategy, which is formally defined as 

follows.

Definition 3 (Comparative Cheap Talk) 

             
 ∈ 

  ∈ 

where   ∈     and     ∈   ≥ .

Figure 1: Pipeline Example
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Figure 2 depicts the two-element partition used in the comparative cheap 

talk strategy. A message in this comparative cheap talk indicates that the 

proposal is stronger in one dimension than in the other. For example, by 

choosing the message   , the lobbying firm reveals a simple truth about the 

quality of the pipeline project by saying, "the project is better for jobs than it is 

for the environment." Given this message, Legislator 3 who only cares about the 

environment would be less favorable toward the bill, while Legislator 1 who 

only cares about the number of jobs would be more favorable. That is, the 

comparative cheap talk polarizes the legislators’ opinions. 

These polarized beliefs sustain even after each legislator observes his private 

signal. As a result, in an equilibrium, at least one legislator votes against 

the proposal, so the bill is always rejected:  
   

    and 

 
   . In this equilibrium, even though the legislators know the 

expert has her own bias, they ignore their private signals and vote collectively 

in the expert’s interest. It means that, even when the project is really good for 

everyone or all private signals say the bill is good for the legislators, the project 

will always be rejected.

Figure 2: Comparative Cheap Talk Figure 3: Overall Cheap Talk
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Now consider the surplus maximizing expert. We argue that the overall 

cheap talk strategy defined as follows is the best cheap talk strategy for the 

surplus maximizing expert.

Definition 4 (Overall Cheap Talk) 

    
 ∈ 
  ∈ 

where    ∈       and    ∈     ≤ .

This cheap talk strategy reveals the overall qualities of the state of nature by 

saying that the proposal is good along the both aspects or not. By sending 

this message, the expert is capable of unifying the decision makers’ opinions. 

Figure 3 graphs the overall cheap talk strategy. The message   indicates that 

the proposal’s overall quality is good along both dimensions, and  says it is 

bad. Given these messages, as in the previous case with the biased expert, the 

legislators ignore their private information and vote in the expert’s favor. For 

example, given  , all legislators believe the bill is good enough for each of 

them, even when their private signals say it is bad. So, all of them vote for the 

proposal, 
    for all , and the bill is always accepted. Similarly, given 

 , the bill is always rejected.

From this example, we can conclude that the expert’s simple cheap talk 

strategy could be surprisingly effective in persuading voters. In addition, when 

there is a sufficient informational gap between the expert and the decision 

makers, the voters ignore their private information and vote according to 

the expert’s suggestion. One may wonder if this persuading power of expert 

depend on the voting rule as well as the informational gap. In the general 

analysis below, we discuss how robust the result presented with this 

pipeline example is to voting rules and/or the level of informational gap.
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2.  General Model and Equilibrium

In our generalized model, for analytical convenience, we assume that the 

decision makers are symmetric around 
 -th decision maker: 



   
 , 

and       for any   such that 


   . This assumption could 

be relaxed without altering the basic implication of the analysis.

In a simultaneous voting game, there always exists a trivial equilibrium in 

which no voter (or decision maker) is pivotal. In such a trivial equilibrium, an 

equilibrium outcome would not be affected by neither the information that may 

be transmitted from an expert nor the private information that a decision 

maker may posses, since no unilateral deviation caused by a change in an 

agent’s belief would affect the voting outcome. For example, under unanimity, 

an equilibrium where all DMs always vote against the proposal would be a trivial 

equilibrium in which no information matters. Therefore, in order to sharpen 

predictions and rule out inappropriate equilibrium, we would like to focus 

mainly on "non-trivial equilibrium" in which there exists at least one decision 

maker, who is pivotal with a positive probability. To economize the notion, 

unless otherwise stated, the term "equilibrium" in our analysis stands for 

"non-trivial equilibrium," which is formally defined as follows. 

Definition 5 (Non-trivial equilibrium) 

An equilibrium is non-trivial if, in any information set on the equilibrium 

path, there exists a decision maker with a positive probability of being 

pivotal. More precisely, in a non-trivial equilibrium, for any equilibrium 

message  ∈ and the corresponding equilibrium voting strategy 

profile  , there exists a decision maker, DM  , such that




   
     ≥   and 




   
       .
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In our voting game, on equilibrium paths, a voter’s interim expected utility 

from the approved proposal cannot be lower with a high private signal than 

with a low private signal. So, it would be only reasonable to focus on an 

equilibrium where a voter votes for the proposal with a high signal whenever he 

votes for the proposal with a low signal. Therefore, we reduce our attention to 

an equilibrium in which each decision maker’s voting strategy on an 

equilibrium path has a property such that, for a given  ∈, 


 ≥ 
.6)

Furthermore, we occasionally restrict our attention to an equilibrium 

including a voting profile with a specific property. In an equilibrium with a 

monotonic voting profile, given an expert equilibrium message  ∈, a 

DM votes for the proposal whenever a tougher DM votes for the proposal. 

Definition 6 (Monotonic Voting Profile)  

A voting strategy profile     
  is monotonic if, given equilibrium 

message   ∈,      ≥       ⇒  ≥ , for any   and  . We 

let   denote the set of monotonic voting profiles. 

In analysis, we often prove this property holds in an equilibrium, but at 

times, we simply focus on an equilibrium which satisfies this property for 

technical convenience.

Ⅲ. Highly Biased Expert

In this section, we consider a highly biased expert who always prefers the 

rejection and show the comparative cheap talk (See Definition 3) is the best 

strategy for the expert. In analysis, we show that there exists a non-trivial 

equilibrium with the comparative cheap strategy specified above, and argue 

that it is the best strategy the expert can take. We first discuss the existence of a 

rejection equilibrium in which the proposal is always rejected given the 

comparative cheap talk strategy under -majority rule. 

6) Note that, given  on the equilibrium path, a pivotal DM’s equilibrium strategy should always satisfies 
this property. Proposition 6 in Appendix proves this.
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Proposition 1 Consider -majority rule where 


 ≤ . Define  

  
  
      

 .

    1. If  ≤ , there exists a rejection equilibrium with the comparative 

cheap talk  which is optimal for the highly biased expert. 

    2. Specifically, if  ≤ , there exists an equilibrium with a cheap talk 

strategy  and a voting strategy  such that   

        (a) for  , ≤   


   and    


   and 

        (b) for   , ≥ 


   and  

  . 

    3. If    , there is no rejection equilibrium with any cheap talk 

strategy ∈ . 

Proposition 1 suggests that, when the accuracy of the decision makers’ 

private signals is sufficiently low  ≤  , there always exists an equilibrium 

that guarantees the rejection of the proposal. In the equilibrium, the expert’s 

comparative cheap talk polarizes the decision makers’ opinions and here is how. 

A cheap talk message    ranks the DMs in descending (increasing) 

order of , and makes the highest-ranked DM the least favorable toward the 

proposal, the second-highest ranked DM the second-least favorable, and so on. 

For example, by sending the message    , DM 1 with   , who 

only cares about  , would be least favorable toward the proposal, while DM  

with    would be most favorable. As a result, given the cheap talk message, 

about a half of DMs becomes favorable toward the proposal, 
   for 

 
 , and the other half becomes unfavorable, 

   for 

 
 .

By polarizing DMs’ opinions, the expert can guarantee enough ‘nay’ votes 

for the proposal to be defeated. When the DMs’ private information is 

sufficiently inaccurate, DMs’ opinions formed by the expert message may 

not easily be overturned. The least favorable DMs’ opinions may sill be negative 
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on the proposal after observing their private signals,  
   . In 

Proposition 1, we show that enough number of DMs always vote against the 

proposal regardless of their private signals. It means that DMs collectively vote 

in the expert’s interest, even when all of them are received high private signals. 

Consequentially, the voting outcome, which is the rejection of the proposal in 

this case, does not depend on the DMs’ private information.

The characterized equilibrium in Proposition 1 is one typical example of the 

rejection equilibrium with polarized opinions and voting decisions. We observe 

two groups of DMs; one who always vote for the proposal regardless of their 

private signals and the other who always vote against it. No one is paying 

attention to their private information, and at the same time, the cheap talk 

message as a public information polarizes the DMs’ voting behavior. 

Therefore, when the DMs’ private information is sufficiently inaccurate, the 

voters ignore their private information and collectively vote in the expert’s 

interest.7) It means that, even when the quality of the proposal is really 

good for everyone or when all private signals say the proposal is good for 

the DMs, the expert’s manipulative cheap talk always makes the proposal 

rejected. Under this manipulation, the voting procedure fails to aggregate 

the private information of the voting body.

To sum up, the expert’s comparative cheap talk message polarizes the DMs 

in two respects: beliefs and voting decisions. The expert’s cheap talk (1) 

polarizes the DMs into two groups based on their beliefs and (2) makes the DMs 

vote collectively in the expert’s interest without paying attention to their private 

information.

Note that   
       is increasing in     and     

is increasing in . So, 


 . Proposition 1 demonstrates that the 

7) With two intra-identical groups of voters, Chakraborty and Harbaugh (2010) argue that the expert 
would be better off by "attracting one group of voters at the expense of alienating the other." They 
call this a divisive effect of comparative cheap talk. So basically, they show that, in order to get her 
own way, the expert exploits the fact that voters has already been polarized in two groups. With 

more generalized model with  voters with diverse interests, we further show that the expert’s 
cheap talk polarizes the voters into two groups with opposing opinions on the proposal, as well as 
cajoles one group into voting against the proposal.
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manipulating power of getting rejection is stronger under a tougher voting rule 

with higher .

Then, what if   . Since there are too many pivotal events to consider 

and the existence of a cheap talk equilibrium may highly depends on the 

specific distribution of DMs’ preference parameters ’s, it is almost impossible 

to characterize a cheap talk equilibrium for all possible values of ∈  . 
However, we may infer the general result from the results with unanimity and 

simple majority.

For unanimity, even though there is no equilibrium in which the rejection is 

always guaranteed, the comparative cheap talk is still the best strategy for the 

highly biased expert. The following proposition demonstrates a cheap talk 

equilibrium when   .

Proposition 2  Consider the unanimity rule,   .  

    1. If   , there is a non-trivial equilibrium with the comparative 

cheap talk  

    2. Specifically, if   , there exists an equilibrium with a cheap talk 

strategy  and a voting strategy  such that  

        (a) for  , ≤   


   and    


  and 

        (b) for   , ≥  


   and   


  . 

    3. Moreover, no cheap talk strategy ∈  along with a monotonic voting 

profile ∈  gives the expert a higher equilibrium payoff than the 

comparative cheap talk strategy  along with the voting strategy 

 characterized above. 

As stated in Proposition 1, no rejection equilibrium exists when 

    . So, the optimality of the comparative cheap talk strategy  

maybe now be in question. But we still argue that the comparative cheap talk 

strategy is better for the expert than any other cheap talk strategy ∈  (the 

item 3 of Proposition 2).

Similar to the case with lower value of , when     , the expert’s 

comparative cheap talk orders the DMs in  and polarizes their beliefs. In a 
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strategic voting game, these ordered and polarized DMs delegate the group 

decision to toughest DMs given an expert’s message: For example, given  , 

DM 1 and 2 vote according to their individual private signals and all others 

delegate their decisions to the two toughest ones by voting for the proposal. So, 

compare to a babbling equilibrium, which we characterize in Appendix 3, the 

proposal is more likely to be rejected in the equilibrium characterized in 

Proposition 2.

Then, why any other cheap talk strategy ∈  does not make the expert 

better off? We here provide some intuitive explanations. (See Appendix 1.1.1 

for the formal argument.) Suppose an arbitrary cheap talk message  ∈  
for an equilibrium cheap talk strategy . Given the message, it is either 

  or ≥ . The former makes DM 1 the 

toughest as in  , and the latter makes DM  the toughest as in  . It means 

that the message ranks DMs in decreasing or increasing orders as the 

comparative cheap talk does. Note that, given any messages which induces the 

same ordering, DMs’s delegation behavior and voting strategies should be 

similar: The tougher a DM is, the more conservative voting strategy he takes.8) 

So, with any arbitrary equilibrium cheap talk strategy , there cannot be any 

further advantage from the schemed ordering for the expert. Moreover, the 

expert could even be worse off if a cheap talk message provides too much 

information to the DMs. That is, if a cheap talk allows DMs more informed 

decisions, then it may weaken the expert’s manipulation power. To sum up, by 

taking any equilibrium cheap talk strategy ∈  other than  , the expert 

will not gain any further advantage from schemed ordering, and may even lose 

some manipulating power because of the excessive information transmission.

We now consider the simple majority voting rule,  
 . Note that 

 


  
 . That is, Proposition 1 already shows that there is no 

8) Also note that, in a partition equilibrium with  , there cannot be a big difference between the expert’s 
expected payoff from one message and another. For example, if one message guarantees the rejection and 
another doesn’t, the former message cannot be credible, because the expert would not have any incentive to 
send the latter message.
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rejection equilibrium under majority for any value of   
 . In other words, 

the highly biased expert loses the manipulating power of getting rejection 

under majority. The following proposition characterizes a non-trivial cheap talk 

equilibrium under majority.

Proposition 3  Consider the simple majority rule,  
 . 

For any  and ,  

    1. there is an equilibrium with the comparative cheap talk  which is 

optimal for the highly biased expert. 

    2. Specifically, there exists an equilibrium with a cheap talk strategy 

  and a voting strategy  such that  

        (a) for  ,   
   ,  

    and  
   . 

        (b) for   ,  
   ,  

   and  
   . 

    3. Moreover, no cheap talk strategy ∈  along with a monotonic voting 

profile ∈  gives the expert a higher equilibrium payoff than the 

comparative cheap talk strategy . 

Though the cheap talk message may lose the power of getting rejection in 

expectation, however, its functions of polarizing DMs’ beliefs and 

preventing voting procedure from aggregating DMs’ information have still 

performed well. In a babbling equilibrium under majority, all DMs 

information would be aggregated in the voting outcome since all DMs’ 

voting strategies depend on their own private signals. (See Appendix 3) On 

the other hand, in the cheap talk equilibrium characterized in Proposition 1, 

only one DM’s voting strategy—the median DM’s voting strategy 

—depends on his private signal. All DM other than the median DM  are 

polarized into two groups: Those who always vote for the proposal and the 

other who always vote against it. Their private information would not be 

aggregated in the voting outcome.
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We can also easily show that, as in the case under unanimity, the comparative 

cheap talk strategy is better than any other strategy with a monotonic voting 

profile ∈ . That is the expert’s ex-ante expected payoff is not lower in the 

cheap talk equilibrium characterized above than in any other equilibrium with 

∈ .9) To sum up, under majority, though the manipulating power of getting 

rejection is weakened, the comparative cheap talk strategy still has a significant 

manipulating power of polarizing DMs’ beliefs and preventing them from 

aggregating their private information.

Ⅳ. Surplus Maximizing Expert

In this section, we consider a surplus maximizing expert instead of a 

biased expert. For the technical convenience, suppose  as well as  are odd 

numbers and define 
 

  and   



    

 .

Proposition 4  Consider -majority rule.  

    1. For any value of  ≤ , there exists a non-trivial equilibrium which 

maximizes the total surplus of the decision makers.  

    2. For any value of  ≤ , there exists a sincere voting equilibrium in 

which the overall cheap talk unifies the DMs; all DMs vote for the proposal 

given the message   and vote against it given  . 

Proposition 4 shows that, when there is a sufficient informational gap 

between the expert and DMs, the expert’s overall cheap talk now unifies the 

DMs’ beliefs and voting behavior. In a cheap talk equilibrium, given the overall 

cheap talk message   (or  ), all DMs believe the proposal is good (or bad) 

for them. Because any negative private signal    cannot overturn the DM  ’s 

belief on the proposal given the expert’s cheap talk message   (or  ), a DM 

votes only according to the expert’s suggestions. Therefore, DMs’ votes in a 

9) See Proposition 3 in Appendix. The ex-ante expected payoff of the expert in this cheap talk equilibrium is the 
same as in the babbling equilibrium.
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cheap talk equilibrium are unified.

It is easy to show that  is increasing in . So, the item 1 in Proposition 4 

demonstrates that, there exists a surplus maximizing equilibrium with an even 

higher value of  under a voting rule with a higher value of . Unlike the highly 

biased expert, the surplus maximizing expert’s manipulating power is stronger 

under majority than under unanimity. Moreover, the item 2 in Proposition 4 

shows that the expert’s power of unifying DMs opinions is not weaker under a 

tougher voting rule with a higher .

The different features in the persuading power can be explained by the 

difference in the intended opinion-forming strategies between the highly biased 

expert and the surplus maximizing expert. The highly biased expert polarizes 

DMs opinions. Among the group of DMs with polarized opinions, a DM is more 

likely to be pivotal under majority than under unanimity. Therefore, a DM may 

be more sensitive and responsive to his private information under majority. The 

surplus maximizing expert, on the other hand, unifies DMs opinions. Among 

the group of DMs with unified opinions, a DM is less likely to be pivotal under 

majority than under unanimity. So, a DM may be less responsive to his private 

information under majority. Accordingly, it is easier for the surplus maximizing 

expert to get her way under majority.

When   , the overall cheap talk may not induce the surplus 

maximizing result all the time. As in the model with a highly biased expert, 

however, we can still show that, if DMs’ voting profile is monotonic in the 

expected utility given the cheap talk message in equilibrium, the overall cheap 

talk is better than any other cheap talk strategy ∈  under unanimity.

Proposition 5  Consider the unanimity rule,   . For any value of   ,  

    1. there exists a non-trivial equilibrium with the overall cheap talk 

  . 

    2. Moreover, no cheap talk strategy ∈  along with a symmetric and 

monotonic voting profile ∈  gives the expert a higher equilibrium 

payoff than the comparative cheap talk strategy   . 
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Ⅴ. Conclusion

This paper develops a model of strategic information transmission from an 

outside expert with informational superiority to a group of people who make a 

collective decision by voting on a proposal. In a multidimensional cheap talk 

model with collective decision makers, we show that a simple cheap talk strategy 

of an outside expert with informational superiority can be surprisingly effective 

in persuading the collective decision makers by polarizing (or unifying) their 

beliefs and voting decisions. First, an expert’s cheap talk message polarizes or 

unifies the beliefs of decision makers who have heterogeneous preferences. 

Second, these polarized (or unified) beliefs of decision makers result in the 

voting outcome that the expert prefers. In other words, the expert’s cheap 

talk makes the decision makers vote collectively in the expert’s interest 

without paying attention to their private information.

More specifically, we show that, in a cheap talk equilibrium, the highly 

biased expert polarizes decision makers’ opinions by sending a message 

which says the proposal is stronger in one dimension than in the other, 

whereas the surplus maximizing expert unifies them by sending a message 

which reveals the overall qualities. When there is a significant informational 

gap between an expert and decision makers, decision makers vote according 

to the expert’s interest by focusing only on the expert’s message, even 

though they know the expert has her own bias. This implies that the 

equilibrium voting outcome would be irrelevant to the decision makers’ 

private information, so the voting procedure would fail in aggregating their 

private information.

The findings of this paper provide important economic implications for 

collective decision making. Even though, as shown in the previous literature 

(de Condorcet, 1785; Klevorick et al., 1984), collective decision making has 

its own merit such that it can aggregate various opinions or information 

among multiple individuals, it can be surprisingly vulnerable to a strategic 

persuasion by a biased expert who has informational superiority over the 

decision making body. In particular, an outside expert who always wants to 
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get a rejection of a proposal can easily polarize the decision makers’ 

opinions and make them fight with each other to get her own way, when she 

has a significant informational superiority over the decision makers. 

Therefore, to nip the evil in the bud, it is very important to appoint a 

committee with professional expertise and intelligence regarding the 

decisions they are supposed to make. In this sense, a monetary policy 

committee or a congressional committee would be classic examples of 

committees consisting of professionals in certain fields: Since the 

professional expertise would be the first criterion in appointing such 

committees, a well-organized committee may not be so easily swayed by a 

voice of an outside adviser.

Furthermore, a committee, if they have formed, should be extremely 
prudent in choosing outside advisers to listen to or reports to focus on. For 
example, members of jury in a trial could be easily manipulated by defense 
attorneys who try to persuade them to acquit a defendant. So, in this case, a 
judge should guide jury, who hardly have professional expertise in trial law, to 
the right evidences to focus on. This argument can also justify professional 
decision makers in taking a critical view of the opinions of self-interested 
groups. When it comes to "modern central banks," as Blinder (2004, Chapter 3) 
argues, they take advice as well as information from financial markets. So, when 
a monetary policy committee member or a staff of a central bank considers 
taking such advice and/or information from an outside expert, especially from 
financial market participants only following their own self-interest, one should 
note that the expert can act like a "strategic persuader" in our model and try to 
manipulate the decision making procedure. In order to test the above theory, in 
a future work, we plan to conduct laboratory experiments. As in a general 
cheap talk model, there exists an essential multiplicity of equilibria in our 
model. In laboratory experiments, we would like to check whether subjects’ 
behavior coincides with the equilibrium predictions. We want to check if 1) an 
expert uses cheap talk to persuade a group of voters, 2) the expert’s cheap talk 
is more informative under unanimity than under majority, and 3) voting 
decisions are polarized (or unified) given the expert’s cheap talk.
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Appendix

1. General Model

1.1. Highly Biased Expert

 

Lemma 1 (Monotonicity of Conditional Expectations with a Private Signal)    

    1. For , . For , . 

    2. For , . For , . 

Proof of Part of lemma 1. Suppose . For any , define 

, , and . And denote 

. We know . 

And similarly, . Since 

, ,  

and .

We know  for any , 

so  

Similarly, we have , 

and 

For the conditional probability, we have 

 

. 

So we have   which 

implies 

(1.1)
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Similarly, we have , 

which implies 

(1.2)

And the following is always true for any  and 

. 

       (1.3)

Therefore, from Equations (1.1), (1.3) and (1.2), we get 

.

The proof of Part 2 is just a symmetric argument. 

Lemma 2 (Rejection Equilibrium Property)  

Consider a -majority rule. If there is no rejection equilibrium with 

, there is no rejection equilibrium with any arbitrary partition . 

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Let’s suppose there is a rejection 

equilibrium with . For any , it is either 

 or .

Define  where  and  where 

. Also, define , , 

, and .

In a rejection equilibrium, for any given  , at least one voters always votes 

against the proposal with any private signal. That is, for some  and 

, . For some  where , we 

should have .

Similarly, for some  where , we should have 

Hence there exists a rejection equilibrium with  where 

, , and .
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So, we have , 

and 

Since we assume there is no rejection equilibrium with , we should 

have , and 

. Hence, we should have 

(1.4)

(1.5)

We know, however, that the left hand side of (1.4) is greater than the right 

hand side of (1.5) and the left hand side of (1.5) is greater than the right hand 

side of (1.4). Contradiction. 

Proof of Proposition 1.  Consider any  such that . We first want 

to show, if , there exist a rejection equilibrium with the voting strategy 

specified at Part 1 at the Theorem 1, which proves the existence.

For , fix  and . For any , 

who is pivotal, we need to show , which implies 

. 

We know , and this is 

decreasing in , in other words, increasing in . So it is enough to show that 

which is guaranteed by the condition . For , it is symmetric, so we 

prove the existence.

Now, we want to show there is no rejection equilibrium if . We prove 

by contradiction. Suppose there is a rejection equilibrium with a voting strategy 

 and . To have any rejection non-trivial equilibrium with the comparative 

cheap talk, there should be  voters who always vote no, i.e. , and 

the others should have  or . Let’s denote  the DM with the lowest 
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value of  among DM’s who always vote no for . Then, the index  should be 

greater than . In order to be an equilibrium strategy, we should have 

. However, we know 

, 

and  , since . Therefore,  cannot 

be an equilibrium strategy for DM . Contradiction. So, there is no rejection 

equilibrium with . Furthermore, from Lemma 2, we can show there is no 

rejection equilibrium with any arbitrary cheap talk strategy . 

1.1.1  Unanimity

Lemma 3 (No more than 2 voters with $v_i=(1,0)$)  

Consider unanimity rule. When , with 2-element symmetric 

partition , there cannot be an equilibrium with more than two 

decision makers with . In addition, to be sequentially rational strategy 

profile,  

    1. If two decision makers have  and when , then 

 for any . 

    2. If two decision makers have  and when 

, then  for any . 

 

Proof of Lemma 3. 

Since , we have . (Lemma 1) Therefore, 

For any , by construction, .

So, for any  we have , which implies . 
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Proof of Proposition 2 Part 1 and 2. 

 For , we have 

. (Lemma 1)

We also have 

 

The denominator is increasing in , since the partial derivative is 

. Put  and we get . So the denominator is 

negative. The numerator is decreasing in  since the partial derivative is 

. Put , we get . So, 

 Therefore, . Similarly, for 

, 

Also, we have  

The denominator is increasing in , since the partial derivative is 

. Put  and we get . So the denominator is 

positive. The numerator is decreasing in  since the partial derivative is 

. Put , we get . So, 

 Therefore, .

For any , we refer Lemma 3 to prove . 

To economize the notation, define, for all ,  

and . Similarly, for all ,  

and . Also denote 

Proof of Proposition 2 Part 3.  We prove by contradiction. Let’s suppose 

there is an equilibrium with  which gives the expert higher 

payoff. For any , it is either  or 

.
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Define  where  and  where 

. Also, define , , 

, and .

In an equilibrium with monotonic strategy profile which makes the expert 

higher payoff, for any given  , at least three toughest voters need to vote 

against the proposal with a low private signal. That is,  

where  and  where 

. Moreover, for any , there should be the same number of 

zeros in a strategy profile . So, we can rewrite the strategy profile which 

correspond to the two elements  and :  and . Hence, 

 and .

For DM 3, we should have  
which implies 

Similarly, 

From Lemma 3, we know , and 

. 

Hence, we should have 

(1.6)

(1.7)

Now, we compare the left hand side of (1.6) and the right hand side of (1.7). 

We decompose  into seven regions by defining , 

, , , , 

, and .
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We can write 

 and 

Since , for any , .
And we know 

This proves that the left hand side of (1.6) is less than or equal to the right 
hand side of (1.7). Similarly, we can prove that the right hand side of (1.6) is 
greater than or equal to the left hand side of (1.7). Contradiction. 

1.1.2  Majority

Proof of Proposition 3Part 1 and 2. For any , DM  is pivotal only when 

. Since ,  Moreover, 
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 Therefore, any DM  dose not have 

incentive to deviate.

For any , DM  is pivotal only when . Since , 

 Moreover,  

Therefore, any DM  dose not have incentive to deviate.

Voter  is always pivotal, and it is easy to show that he has no incentive to 

deviate for any :  and  

Lemma 4 (Conditional Expectations)    

    1.   for any ,  for any  

    2.   for any  and ,  for any  

    3.   for any  and  

    4.   for any  and  

 

Proof of Lemma 4. 

When ,  , which is always positive.

When ,  , which is positive when .

When ,  , which is positive when 

.

When ,  , which is always positive.

When ,  ,which is positive when 

. 
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Proof of Proposition 3 Part 3. 

First, consider any equilibrium with exactly one voter  with . In 

order to be a non-trivial equilibrium, there should be exactly  number of 

DM’s with  and  number of DM’s with . If , then the expert’s 

expected payoff would be lower than the characterized equilibrium in the 

Proposition 3. If , any  should vote for the proposal when he gets a 

high signal, since 

So, at least  number of DM’s should have . Contradiction.

Second, consider any equilibrium with exactly two voters  and  with 

. Without loss of generality, assume . In order to be a 

non-trivial equilibrium, there should be either exactly  number of DM’s with 

 and  number of DM’s with , or exactly  number of DM’s with 

 and  number of DM’s with . For the prior case, the proposal would 

be accepted when either one of  and  has a high private signal. So, it is easy 

to show that the highly biased expert’s payoff cannot be higher than the 

characterized equilibrium in Proposition 3. So, we only focus on the latter case 

in this proof.

If , as shown above,  should be  for , since, 

So, at least  number of DM’s would have . Contradiction.

If , . Contradiction.

If both , then all other DMs with  should have . 

(Lemma 3) So, more than  number of DMs have . Contradiction.

If both , then  

So,  should be . Contradiction.
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If , then any DM  should have . (If not, then 

 except . So, there would be at least  number of DMs with 

.) However,  So, contradiction.

Third, consider any equilibrium with three DMs ,  and  with 

. Without loss of generality, . Similar to the 

previous case, the case where the proposal will be approved with one or two of 

those three DMs cannot be better for the expert. So, we just focus on the case 

where the project would be approved only with the supports of all three DMs , 

 and . Then, by Lemma 3, we can show the voting strategy of DM  should be 

. Contradiction. 

1.2. Surplus Maximizing Expert

Proof of Proposition 4.  Consider a voting profile  where, given , 

DMs vote for the proposal if and only if  or . All of them 

are pivotal with a positive probability, but all others are not. For  or 

, if , then they have no incentive to 

deviate. For any , 

(1.8)

Equation 1.8, which is increasing in , is greater than or equal to 0 when 

. The symmetric argument applies for . So, if , all 

DM  do not have any incentive to deviate.

Now consider a voting profile  where, given , all DMs vote for the 

proposal except . It is obvious that the only pivotal DM  has 

. So, no one has any incentive to deviate. This is true for 

any . Therefore, we prove  is a non-trivial equilibrium profile.

Now suppose . Given ,  for all . Therefore, when 
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, there exists a sincere voting equilibrium with  and 

 for all  and . 

Proof of Proposition 5. 

We are going to show that there is an equilibrium with the overall cheap 

talk  and a voting strategy  such that for ,  and 

 and for ,  and .

Consider a voting profile  where, given , DMs with  always 

vote for the proposal and DM with  or  have . For , if 

, then the DMs have no incentive to deviate. For any 

, 

The above equation is positive for any  and . The symmetric 

argument applies for .

For DM with , if , then the DM have no incentive 

to deviate. 

which is not greater than zero when 

We can show that . So, DM  does not have any incentive to deviate. 

The symmetric argument applies for DM . The part with  is pretty obvious. 

Therefore, we show the existence. Furthermore, this proof already shows that 

there cannot be any other non-trivial equilibrium with a symmetric and 

monotonic voting profile. 
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2.  Equilibrium Property

The following proposition formally provides rationale behind our 

restricted attention an equilibrium with voting strategies which is monotonic 

in the corresponding DMs’ private signals on equilibrium paths. We denote 

 be the set of events where DM  is pivotal under . 

Then, given any message , strategy profile  and signal , the difference 

between vote for and against the proposal would be 

where  is the set of events where DM  is pivotal under .

So, if , then  is a strictly dominant 

strategy. Moreover,  is non-decreasing in , a DM’s voting 

strategy should be non-decreasing in his own private signal if his probability of 

being pivotal is positive.

Proposition 6 (Strategy of a Pivotal DM)  

In an equilibrium with a partition  and a corresponding strategy 

profile 

, if any decision maker  is pivotal with positive probability given a 

message  and the corresponding strategy profile , then 

. 

 

Proof of Proposition 6. 

 Since DM  is pivotal with positive probability under a message  and the 

corresponding strategy profile , . So, it is clear that 

 which proves the Proposition. 
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3. Babbling Equilibrium

Assumption 1 (Two extreme decision makers) In the group of decision 

makers, there always exists two extreme types of decision makers with 

 and . 

Proposition 7 (The Existence of Babbling Equilibrium)  

Consider -majority, . For any value of , there always exists a 

babbling equilibrium. Specifically, there is a non-trivial babbling equilibrium 

with 

Proof of Proposition 7. 

For any the pivotal event of DM , , and  

By construction 

We just focus on the case when , since the other case, , is 

just symmetric. Define  and 
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By construction, if  is in , then  is in , and vice versa. In order to 

show that  is the equilibrium strategy, it is enough to show that, for all 

, 

 and 

To economize the notion, let  and . Since 

, . Then, 

We know  and . Hence, the above equation is 

positive.

We know . 
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Since , . Hence, the above equation is 

negative.

Therefore, we prove  is the equilibrium strategy for any 

 and .

Now, we are going to prove  for any . 

For any , 

By construction,  for all  and . Moreover,  for all 

 and . For any  or  such that ,  and  

have same posterior probabilities and proportions. Hence, it is enough to show 

that, for all  and  such that , 

which implies 
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Since , the above equation is positive. Therefore, we prove 

 for any  

Lemma 5 (Monotonic voting strategy in an equilibrium) 

Consider unanimity, , if there exists a non-trivial equilibrium 

 with a positive probability of approval, then for any  and , 

. 

Lemma 6 (Babbling equilibrium voting strategy)  

Consider unanimity . In a babbling equilibrium with , for any , 

. 

 

Proof of Lemma 6. 

For any  which makes DM  pivotal, 
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Lemma 7 (Existence of a babbling equilibrium)  

Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Consider unanimity, . There always exists 

a babbling equilibrium with . 

 Proof of Lemma 7. 

From Lemma 6, we know  for any .

Since the indifferent lines of DM 1 and DM n are orthogonal, for any  and 

 

 and 

 So, 

 and 

For any  such that , 

Similarly, for any  such that , we can show that 

Lemma 8 (Babbling equilibrium property) 

Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Consider unanimity, . There is no 

symmetric babbling equilibrium with more than 2 decision makers with 

. 

 

Proof. Suppose there exists a symmetric equilibrium with 

 and , which is different from the voting 

strategy from Lemma 7, . By construction, 

and from Lemma 7, we know 
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Therefore,  should be . So, contradiction. 

Lemma 9 (Expert optimal babbling equilibrium)  

Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Consider unanimity, . If there exists a 

symmetric babbling equilibrium with  and , then 

the expert’s payoff is less than . 

 

Proof of Lemma 9. 

 So, . 

Proof of the Existence of a babbling equilibrium under unanimity. 

Lemma 6 to 9 prove the existence. 

4. Extra Propositions and Lemmas

Lemma 10  

Suppose Assumption 1 hold. Consider the unanimity rule. If , the 

expert optimal 2-element partition equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2 

is better for the expert than the optimal symmetric babbling equilibrium. 

 

Proof. In the equilibrium specified in Proposition 2, 
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Lemma 11  

Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Consider the unanimity rule, . The 

equilibrium characterized in Proposition 2 gives the expert a weakly higher 

payoff than any other equilibrium with a finer partition . 

Proof of Lemma 11.  

First, we prove the optimality among 2-element symmetric partition 

equilibrium.

We know there cannot be more than 3 zeros in an equilibrium strategy . 

(Lemma 3) Moreover, any other 2-element symmetric partition 

equilibrium with two zeros in  is worse for the expert than the equilibrium 

characterized in Proposition 2, since the expert’s ex ante expected payoff would 

decrease if the index of either one of DM who has  increases. Hence, 

there is no 2-element symmetric partition equilibrium with other voting 

strategy profile that grants the expert a higher payoff than with .

Now, we prove the dominance over the finer partition equilibrium. First of 

all, there cannot be any rejection equilibrium with a finer partition. (Since, if 

there exists a rejection equilibrium with a finer partition, from Lemma 2, 

there should be a rejection equilibrium with the 2-element partition.)

Second, for any partition equilibrium with positive probability of approval, 

, and there should be the same number of zeros. (If not, for any 

, one is better than the other, so the message is not credible.)

Now, suppose there is any other non-trivial equilibrium with a finer 

partition and a voting strategy . If , then the payoff is the same with the 

characterized equilibrium.

Suppose . If there is one zero, then the payoff cannot be higher than 

the 2-element partition equilibrium. (The best equilibrium with one zero is 

 which gives the payoff less than the 2-element partition equilibrium.)

Similar for the case with two zeros.

For the last step, we show that there cannot be more than two voters 
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with  in  for any element  in a finer partition 

. For any , to have more than two voters with  

in , there should exist some  with  such that 

Then, for any , 

This is a contradiction since 

So, there should be no more than two zeros in an equilibrium voting 

strategy, . 
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